We help monitor your assets
for complete business visibility
Track, trace and log data from machines, equipment and transports
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Track your business
to stay on top
of your industry
Imagine always knowing where
your assets are or when they are in use.
With IoT-tracking devices and data loggers
from Trusted, you can!
Across industries, our tough, durable
devices and intelligent software solution
provide insights that help you solve your
business challenges.

Many industries, one solution

Your success is our goal

The Trusted tracking solution is tailormade for industry.

Our customers in theft protection report of recovery

Customers in logistics, construction, wind power, rental,

rates of more than 90 percent of stolen assets.

and theft protection have all found us as the solution to
their tracking and data logging needs.

Construction site managers are in control of the
utilization of machinery and can react instantly if valued

This is because we know your industry and can help

assets are removed from sites outside specified hours.

address your business challenges. Our specialists can
customize tracking solutions to suit exactly your needs.

Logistics managers in transport industries and sectors
like wind energy never lose track of shipments, by

At our core is our tough, durable tracking device with a

following their cargo to an almost unheard degree of

long battery life. Easy to install on assets and machinery,

detail with data like position, shock, tilt and temperature.

it fuels our software solution with data displayed in
graphs, lists and on maps ready for analysis and with an

Now, how can we help you optimize your business?

option for export through API and Excel.

Let us help you with your tracking needs, contact our specialists!
www.trustedglobal.com

Device
Characteristics
Battery life, typically
Network
Dimensions

TG7

TG8

TG9

TG10

Small frame

Flight-approved

Long durability

Extreme durability

3000 transmissions

2700 transmissions

6000 transmissions

9000 transmissions

3G/2G

3G/2G

3G/2G

3G/2G

68 x 68 x 25 mm

68 x 68 x 28 mm

112 x 68 x 39 mm

112 x 68 x 44 mm
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Advanced sensors
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Hard-to-kill

Battery for years

